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10 great days with hockey…
INVITATION
Ice hockey world tournament XXXII
Europe’s largest Ice hockey tournament for Youngsters

Friday 07.04.2023
to
Sunday 16.04.2023
Enclosed you will find (nearly) all the information about our tournament
If you have any further requests or you need special information,
do not hesitate to contact the organizing committee.
mailto: office@hockey-world.org
Home: www.hockey-world.org
and we will take care of your request.
Looking forward to welcome you and your team
in Zell am See - Austria
to play at, and celebrate
Europe’s largest Ice hockey Tournament for Youngsters

Salzburg Ice hockey Federation & and Hockeyworld

*Salzburg Ice hockey Federation is a reg. member of the Austrian Ice hockey Federation

World Tournament XXXII
Europe's largest Ice-Hockey tournament for Minor Teams

Summary
Description “the World Tournament”
Tournament Information
Organizing Committee
Tournament Regulations
Some useful information about Austria
Salzburg Province and the town of Zell am See
Booking Information
Accommodation Offer
Game schedules and group rosters of the tournament will be submitted 10 days prior
to the beginning of the tournament.

World Tournament XXXII
Europe's largest Ice-Hockey tournament for Minor Teams
31 years ago the first World Tournament took place in Zell am See – since then it has been developed
into Europe’s largest ice hockey tournament for Youngsters.
We are proud to present the program for the Easter session 2023 and look forward to welcome you
and your team
to the

ICEHOCKEY
World Tournament XXXII
from
Friday 07.04.2023
to
Sunday 16.04.2023
in
Zell am See/Austria
Participation for
Pee Wee
Minor Bantam
Major Bantam

U11 2012/2013
U13 2010/2011
U15 2008/2009

Friday
Monday
Thursday

07.04.2023 to Monday 10.04.2023
10.04.2023 to Thursday 13.04.2023
13.04.2023 to Sunday 16.04.2023

World Tournament XXXII will be organized
by the
Salzburg Ice Hockey Federation
&
Hockeyworld
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tournament information /Registry
Registry notifications for participation in WORLD TOURNAMENT XXXII shall include the team name
and the asked age group and may be submitted per mail not later than November 25th, 2022 to:
Hockey World c/o Peter Buchmayr, MBA
per e-mail: office@hockey-world.org
per Address: Gartenweg 16
A-5700 Zell am See
Austria
Player lists of all participating teams reflecting last name, first name, jersey number(s) - for both sets
of jerseys, player passport number as well as team photograph and logo must be provided and reach
the organizer by (not later than) 15th of March 2023

entry fee and ..
The tourist office as well as all the accommodation Partners greatly contribute and support the event.
As all the regulations in case of accommodation needs have been more often and massive ignored by
the teams and participants, we have decided to present a new approach for your accommodation
needs as follows:
The entry fee including the Partner Bonus are fixed with 900.- Euro per Team- but you as a team can
use the advantage by booking directly with our partner hotels.
If you as a team book with the named partner hotels (see the following list including contact details)
and the booking is confirmed by our partner hotel, you will receive a 400.- discount which will be
transferred on your given bank account.
We just want to point out that this approach is mandatory for all participating teams.
How to handle the bookings:








Registration for the tournament including address for invoice
Confirmation by the Organizer
receiving invoice from hockey world
Payment of entry fee and partner bonus in sum € 900.- within 14 days, your team then is
confirmed and registered for the tournament (without payment there will be no
confirmation!)
Confirmation of participation from the organizer
List of accommodation partners including the contact details will be sent to all participants



All the teams finish their accommodation needs directly with the partner hotels.



Information per mail to the organizer about chosen hotel.
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Tournament organisation
Tournament Organisation:
Organizing Committee:

Finance:
Board of Directors:

Head of Referees
Medical Support:
Office:

Hockeyworld & Salzburg Ice Hockey Federation
Helmuth Mayer
Peter Buchmayr, MBA
Severin Mayer, B.A.
Ing. Hans Jörg Tischberger
Helmuth Mayer
Peter Buchmayr
Christoph Rud
Wolfgang Rud
Oskar Wallner
Red Cross Inst. Zell am See
Claudia Fankhauser
Lisa Fankhauser
Christoph Rud
Wolfgang Rud
Dominik Mayer
Severin Mayer, B.A.
Mag. Kathrin Buchmayr

Social Media

Address:
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
World Tournament XXXII
Gartenweg 16
A-5700 Zell am See




Our official website: www.hockey-world.org

Organization office e-mail: office@hockey-world.org

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/WorldtournamentZellamSee
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Timeline & dates








Registration mail including team name and age group until 25th of November 2022
(non) Confirmation latest until 15th of January 2023
Transfer of entry fee within 14 days after the written confirmation of the organizing team.
Please note team name and age group on the transfer document
Bookings of accommodation after confirmation !!
Player list, incl Copy of Passport or ID Card for each player, Team picture and Logo should be
submitted latest 15th of March 2023
Game schedules will be submitted at least 1 week prior to the tournament
Please plan your trip in a time roster which allows you to have the first game in the
tournament (at 11am on the first day !!)

Best of...
Each team receives a commemorative gift of World Tournament XXXII.
All participating players and officials receive a commemorative medal and a poster of the
tournament.
The Best of…. Trophy will be Best Forward, Best Defender, Best Goalie, and the honoured players will
receive sponsor's gifts and a trophy.
The "Best of" rating is made by a jury, it is pointed out that the award does not depend on the
number of goals scored, scored points or any other statistical base.
As another category, the "Wolfgang Rud Fair Play Trophy" will be awarded to the team with the
lowest penalty minutes during the tournament.
The top three teams (1-3) each receive a Trophy.

medical services
For any questions about costs or reciprocal agreements with Austria you can write to or call the
ÖGK
Faberstrasse
A-5020 SALZBURG
Tel.: ++43 (0)662-8889-0
EU nationals can get free emergency medical treatment, though payment must still be made for the
actual medication.
The Organizing Committee will provide first aid medical service during the tournament time
restricted to terms of injuries during the World Tournament.
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Information’s & networks
all the web- based services will be available during the tournament
 Game schedules, results and statistics can be found on our website
www.hockey-world.org
 Additional Information:
www.hockeydata.net




our Facebook community https://www.facebook.com/WorldtournamentZellamSee?ref=hl
Instagramm: Hockeyworld (@wt_zell) • Instagram-Fotos und -Videos

We are currently working to provide a streaming platform during the tournament to cover all the
games.

some useful information about Austria
geography
AUSTRIA is the country right in the heart of Europe. Our neighbours in the north are Germany and the Czech
Republic, Slovakia and Hungary in the east, Slovenia and Italy in the south and Switzerland on the west side.
Austria occupies an area of 83,855 sqkm extending for 560 km from west to east and 280 km from north to
south.

The Alps are a dominating feature of the country. Two-thirds of Austria is mountainous, with three chains
running west to east and forcing most east-west travel into clearly defined channels. The „High or Central
Alps“ in which the land of Salzburg is embedded form the highest peaks in Austria. Many of the ridges in the
Central Alps are topped by glaciers and most of the peaks are above 3000 metres. North-south travel across
this natural Area is limited to a handful passes and road tunnels.
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Climate
Austria lies within the central European climatic zone, though the eastern part of the country has what is
called a Continental Pannonian climate, characterised by a mean temperature in July above 19 °C and annual
rainfall usually under 80 cm.
Austria’s average rainfall 1371 cm per year with the west of the country (where Zell am See is) receiving
significantly higher figures.
Visitors need to be prepared for a range of temperatures which should be in our area somewhere around 15
°C for the time of the World Tournament.

Language
The national language is GERMAN, though for a small country, there is a surprising diversity in regional accents
and dialects. This is due in part to the isolating influence of high mountain ranges, causing language to evolve
differently in different communities.
Fortunately for you as a visitor, Austrians can switch to High German when necessary and most of them can
speak some English, -too. Young people are usually quite fluent in English.
As might be expected, understanding of English is more widespread in cities and tourist areas.
Hotel receptionists and restaurant servants almost invariably speak English, French or Italian.

credit cards & ATM`S
Using a credit card can limit or even remove the need to carry traveller cheques.
Not only can you pay for many goods and services by card, but you can also use them to get cash advances at
most banks.
Automated teller machines (ATMs) are extremely common and are accessible 14 hours a day. They are linked
up internationally and have English (Italian, French) instructions. You can usually take up to Visa, Euro Card,
MasterCard, American Express and Diners Club are equally acceptable.

time
Austrians use the 24-hour clock for anything written down, instead of dividing the day up into am and p.m.
Austrian time is GMT/UTC + 1 hour.
We’ve got summertime where the clock goes forward one hour on the last Sunday in March and back again on
the last Sunday in September.

Electricity
The current used is 220 V/50 HZ AC, Sockets are the round two pin type which is standard through most of
continental Europe.
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US and Canadian appliance will need a transformer, if they don’t have built in voltage adjustment.

the tournament site
Zell am See
The tourist resort Zell am See in the heart of the Austrian Alps is, on account of its spectacular location and
tourist possibilities the ideal site for a major sports event.
Our town, a well known two-season resort at 750 meter (2 300 feet) above sea-level, is located between Lake
Zeller See and the alpine Schmittenhöhe adjoining the Hohe Tauern National Park.
The Europe Sport region Zell am See - Kaprun is not only a descriptive name but actually represents the 56
different sports which can actively be pursuit in the area.

getting to Zell am See & Away
Air travel is the quickest, easiest and most times cheapest means of travelling, if you are coming in from
outside Europe it may be cheaper to fly to a European „gateway“
City (Zurich, Frankfurt) and travel on from there with international flights to „Salzburg AIRPORT“.

the Arena
All games will be played at the Zell am See Hockey Arena which has a capacity of 3.200 spectators,
sufficient locker rooms, VIP facilities, office of the organizational committee, press and media facilities with
reserved grand stand access, restaurants, buffet, snacks and refreshments will be available for players and
fans. Game data and scores etc. will be processed electronically and will be displayed on electronic game
board. Weights, sauna and indoor pool are available on premises. See further details!! The arena is centrally
located in town and, on account of its close proximity to areas of interest to short-term visitors, avails itself as
an ideal facility for such an event.

